
Welcome to the Roy Morgan State of the Nation. 

This 24th report puts the spotlight on Australian Politics. 
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Australians go to the polls in just over 2 weeks – on Saturday July 2, 2016. 

 

Who will be Australia’s Prime Minister after the Federal Election? Malcolm 

Turnbull or Bill Shorten? 

Almost one third of Australians would vote for someone else “other” if an election 

were held today and their candidate was standing….  
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Its been called the most boring election ever, we hear electors are deeply 

disappointed – so what’s happening 
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We see wage fraud, with so far, few consequences for those responsible. 

 

Sydney Morning Herald: http://www.smh.com.au/business/workplace-

relations/7eleven-kills-independent-wage-panel-20160511-goslwi.html 
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We see unions and large employers making illegal agreements to pay workers 

below award rates- 

A special poll of 1,503 electors found 77% agreed the Federal Government 

should establish a national crimes Authority to investigate unions and large 

employers paying workers below award rates.  
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In Victoria the unionisation of the Country Fire Authority (CFA) and its 

volunteers, saw the resignation of the Emergency Services  Minister and 

the Labor leader Daniel Andrews sacking the Board of the CFA for standing 

up against unionisation of the CFAtralian:  

CFA volunteer anger turns against Labor In Victoria. Despite the public outrage 

against Labor the Morgan poll not shown a swing to the L-NP in Victoria. 

 

http://www.theautralian.com.au/national-affairs/state-politics/federal-lection-2016-

cfa-volunteer-anger-turns-against-labor/news-

story/99f168d384fd8d0d92dfd17f2b01c666 
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Greens Leader Richard Di Natale. Is no Bob Brown 

1) Di Natale owns a $2m farm that was non-declared in the registry of interests 

until recently; 

2) He has been accused of under-paying au pairs he hired; $6 an hour . But he 

claims he had to take food and rent etc out of their wages – did he pay 

superannuation? did he declare the income he received from the rent? Did he 

pay work cover? Or did he break the law and is that ok? 

3) The Greens Leader apparently has no idea about how steel is made. The 

main components of stainless steel are iron ore AND coking coal – two of 

Australia’s largest export earners. Di Natale called for the shutting down of 

Australia’s coal-mining, although he also expressed support for continued iron 

ore mining for the manufacture of steel. 

It is simply not possible to make steel without coal! Di Natale HAS NO 

CREDIBILITY! 
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Speaking recently at a campaign rally in San Diego, California, Trump stated: 

“We have tremendous deficits. Don’t believe the 5 per cent. The real 

[unemployment] number is 20 per cent. 

US Republican candidate for President, Donald J Trump, is the only leading US 

politician to speak about the real level of Unemployment in the United States. No-

one in Australian politics is coming clean on real unemployment 
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If we saw this level of dishonesty going unchallenged in an economically 

backward dictatorship we’d pat ourselves on the back and say we’re so glad we 

live in a democracy with the rule of law. 

 

 

 

 

 



When Tony Abbott was elected in 2013 we said The new Federal Government needs to 

tackle the issues: 

• Increase workplace productivity – work 24/7 – tackle unemployment & under-employment 

by elimination of outdated work ‘rewards’ – union rorts 

• Eliminate the cash economy 

• Jail for Government & corporate corruption -  Politicians, Public Servants, Judiciary and 

Business Leaders – including tax evasion 

• Real competition in the private sector 

• Open Government tenders – too many ‘tenders’ now awarded to ‘mates’ 

• Accurate Government data. 

• ABS should be closed! And Canberra should be closed  

Nothing has changed – in fact it is even more clear what needs to happen.  

So let’s look at some analysis: political context, the issues as the electorate sees them and the 

sleepers or ‘wild cards’. 

 But first a ‘snap shot’ of Australia today. 
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When Australians were asked about the most important World Issues this month it was a virtual tie 

between 

 

Environmental Issues (25%) – the first time Environmental Issues have ranked first since February 

2010 – during the devastating drought in much of Australia. 

 

Economic Issues (24%). Up from last October 2015, but well below the levels from 2011-2014. 

 

Terrorism & War (23%). The ongoing conflicts in the Middle East and the huge refugee issues 

being created throughout the region and into Europe are clearly a huge problem recognised by 

many Australians. 
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In Australia it’s all about the economy 
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The broad economic figures provided by the ABS show the challenges facing the 

Australian economy. 

 

Inflation – is low And actually negative 0.2% in the March quarter itself) 

 

Interest rates – low by Australian standards but high compared to the rest of the 

world 
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On a two party preferred basis The latest multi-mode Roy Morgan Poll (June 

4/5 & 11/12, 2016) shows the L-NP Government (49%) now just behind the 

Opposition ALP (51%) but with the L-NP gaining in recent weeks since Prime 

Minister Malcolm Turnbull called the Federal Election on May 8, 2016. 

 

Government Confidence Rating – The latest Roy Morgan Government 

Confidence Rating is 102 points, with slightly more Australians believing the 

country is heading in the right direction than the wrong direction. After increasing 

strongly when Turnbull first replaced Abbott as Prime Minister – to a high of 122 

in late November 2015 (up 36pts), Government Confidence gradually fell over the 

next 5 months to a low of 98 on April 30/ May 1. 

Government Confidence has since steadied and slightly increased since Turnbull 

provided certainty by calling the Federal Election the very next week. 
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Malcolm Turnbull successfully challenged Tony Abbott nine months ago in September 
2015 and received an immediate large boost in support, an increase in consumer 
confidence,  business confidence and Government confidence. 

However in 2016 support for the Turnbull-led Coalition Government has fallen and when 
Turnbull called the Federal Election a month ago in early May the Opposition was 
actually in front in two-party preferred terms. 
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AT the last election L-NP won Government with (53.5%) of 2PP vote Vs ALP (46.5%) – 
and 90 seats in the House of Reps.  

 



The Turnbull Government’s 90 seats is the largest share of the lower house 

since the 1996-1998 Howard Government.  

The size of the Government’s majority is a large challenge facing Opposition Leader 

Bill Shorten as he attempts to win the Federal Election – particularly  after only one 

term in Opposition. (Historically, there hasn’t been a one-term Government in 

Australia since the 1930s.) 

. 
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The Coalition holds most of its seats in only two States – New South Wales (30) and 
Queensland (22). 

 

 



That’s 52 seats of the 90 L-NP seats in NSW and Qld.  

This means the next Federal Election will (once again) be fought largely in New South 
Wales & Queensland. 

However, a rising challenge facing the Turnbull Government – particularly in South 

Australia in which the Coalition holds 6 of the States 11 seats – is the new Nick 

Xenophon Team (NXT). 

NXT is polling very strongly in South Australia – the latest Morgan Poll shows NXT polling 

at 26.5% and with a chance of winning several seats including some of Mayo, Boothby, 

Hindmarsh, Grey, Kingston, Sturt and Barker and perhaps others despite the latest 

preference deal. 
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The ALP need a uniform swing of 3.7% to deprive the Coalition of a majority in 

Parliament – just less than their average swing to win Government of 3.8%. To 

win Government in their own right the ALP need a swing of at least 4%. 

The long-term view of Australian Federal politics suggests it is a big ask for the 

ALP to gain the required swing at this year’s Federal Election. 

History suggests the Turnbull Government will be returned with a reduced 

majority of 80-84 seats. 

These swings clearly don’t take into account any unexpected results including the 

Nick Xenophon Team winning a seat in South Australia or the Greens winning an 

additional seat in the House of Representatives. 

So, let’s look at that. 
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At least two candidates apparently think it’s a good chance. We’ll have a hung 

parliament. 

Both Tony Windsor and Rob Oakeshott, have put their hands up for another crack 

at Parliament. 

Apparently the prospect of another ‘Hung Parliament’ is too tempting for both of 

these country Independents. 

 



Analysing voting trends in South Australia this year reveals the Nick Xenophon 

Team is performing most strongly in Liberal held-seats. 

 

NXT has out-polled the ALP in the Liberal held seats of Mayo (held by Jamie 

Briggs) and Sturt (held by Christopher Pyne) and is also polling a significant 

share of the vote in the largely rural seats held by the Liberals of Barker (held by 

Tony Pasin) and Grey (held by Rowan Ramsey). 

 

The seat of Grey covers most of northern South Australia. During this polling 

period the largest employer in Grey, iron ore miner and steelmaker Arrium, has 

been placed into administration threatening thousands of jobs in the electorate. 

 

The troubles for Arrium will provide a further boost for the Nick Xenophon Team 

with Xenophon coming out in strong support of keeping the company alive via 

whatever means necessary. 

 

The results in several South Australian seats in the House of Reps will come 

down to preference flows. 
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You might be seeing a whole lot more of these folks over the next 3 years 

particularly as they’re likely to hold a significant share of the balance of power in 

the Senate. 

Senator Nick Xenophon (NXT) – No. 1 Senate Spot in South Australia. 

Stirling Griff (NXT) – No. 2 Senate Spot in South Australia. 

Skye Kakoschke-Moore (NXT) – No. 3 Senate Spot in South Australia. 

Rebekha Sharkie (NXT) – NXT candidate for the seat of Mayo in South Australia. 

 

 

 

 



Analysing voting trends in each state shows NXT supporters come from across 

the political spectrum. 

Australia-wide NXT voters split 50:50 to the two major parties when asked for a 

second preference. 

In South Australia NXT voters are marginally more in favour of the ALP 53% cf. L-

NP 47%. 

NXT support around the rest of Australia is between 2% (WA) to 3.5% (NSW, 

Queensland & Tasmania). It is worth remembering that NXT is only standing 

candidates in a handful of seats around the rest of Australia so will not have a 

significant impact outside South Australia in the Lower House. 

However, NXT is attempting to snare a Senate seat outside South Australia if 

possible. A Senate vote of 4-5% may be enough to win the final Senate spot in 

the other States. 
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Voting trends around Australia reveals the Greens are polling over a quarter of 

the vote in 7 seats around Australia. 

Including 4 Victorian seats (Batman, Gellibrand, Melbourne – which they already 

hold; and Wills). 

Including 3 New South Wales seats (Grayndler, Richmond; and Sydney). 

 

The decision by Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull to direct Liberal preferences to 

the Labor Party over the weekend, in return for Labor preferences to the Liberals 

in three key rural seats (Murray – Victoria; Durack & O’Connor – Western 

Australia) over the Nationals, likely means the LNP will easily retain most of these 

seats. 

 

However, the Greens should retain the seat of Melbourne held by Adam Bandt 

and still have a large chance of winning the seat of Batman over incumbent David 

Feeney (ALP). Feeney has endured bad publicity during the election campaign 

over several issues – including his negatively geared property investments and 

not being fully aware of key Labor Party policies. 

 Green vote traditionally comes back 3 to 4 points by election day. 
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As already mentioned On a two party preferred basis The latest multi-mode 

Roy Morgan Poll (June 4/5 & 11/12, 2016) shows the L-NP Government (49%) 

now just behind the Opposition ALP (51%) with the L-NP gaining in recent weeks 

since Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull called the Federal Election on May 8, 

2016. 
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Malcolm Turnbull’s L-NP Coalition Government controls 90 seats in the 150 seat House 
of Representatives. 

 

However, the L-NP controls only 33 of 76 seats in the Australian Senate. 
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The ‘dysfunctional’ Senate was a major reason given by Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull 
for calling a ‘Double Dissolution’ Federal Election in an effort to ‘clean out’ the Senate 
and give the Government the chance to pass contentious legislation – including the 
ABCC Bill to re-establish the Australian Building and Construction Commission. 

 

But, there is certainly no chance the new Senate post-election will be any more 
favourable. There will  to be more minor party Senators after the election than there are 
now! 
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In a usual Federal Election Australians elect the full House of Representatives 

and half the Senate which means 40 Senators out of the 76. 

 

This includes 6 Senators from each State (36 Senators) and 2 Senators each 

from the ACT & NT. 

 

Because there are only 2 Senators elected from each Territory these Senators 

are split 1 each (L-NP & ALP) in both Territories. The quota is far too high for any 

other party to get near it. 

 

In the States, the quota required is 14.29%. Even though that is higher than most 

minor parties ever poll, these minor party Senators get elected on preference 

flows from other parties – both Minor Parties and Major Parties as well. 
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In a Double Dissolution Federal Election Australians elect the full House of 

Representatives and the full Senate which means all 76 Senators. 

This includes 12 Senators from each State (72 Senators) and 2 Senators each 

from the ACT & NT. 

In the States, the quota required is only 7.69%.  The lowering of the Senate quota 

threshold at a Double Dissolution Election means it is inevitable many minor party 

Senators will be elected this July. 

 

Because there are only 2 Senators elected from each Territory these Senators 

are split 1 each (L-NP & ALP) in both Territories. The quota is far too high for any 

other party to get near it. 
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While it looks certain that after the election there will likely be just as many – if not 

more, crossbenchers that the Government must negotiate with to pass legislation 

through the Senate,  the composition of the cross-benchers is also guaranteed to 

change. 

We can say Goodbye  Palmer United Party,  (most of whom have already left of 

course), and we can also welcome the new Nick Xenophon Team. We can also 

look forward to several of the current Senators being elected in their new parties, 

and perhaps a few surprises as well. 

The fact is – these Senators are likely to be just as important to passing 

legislation during the next Parliament as during the last few years. 
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Clive Palmer founded the Palmer United Party 5 months before the 2013 Federal 

Election in April 2013. 

 

Since being elected in the Queensland seat of Fairfax along with 3 Senators – 

Jacqui Lambie (Tasmania), Glenn Lazarus (Queensland) and Dio Wang (Western 

Australia), Clive’s party has hit the rocks. Lambie and Lazarus have left and 

formed their own parties and with the Morgan Poll showing Clive’s PUP polling 

0% for the last few months, Clive has decided not to recontest his own seat. 

 

It appears only Dio Wang will be the PUP standard-bearer of note in this year’s 

Federal Election. 
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Clive Palmer’s Titanic looks like sinking without a trace. 

 

May 10, 2016. 

http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/world-news/plans-to-build-replica-titanic-

all-at-sea-as-oz-tycoon-clive-palmer-gets-cold-feet-34699561.html 
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The Nick Xenophon Team (NXT) looks certain to win 3 Senate Seats in South 

Australia and will be hoping to snare a 4th and perhaps another seat somewhere 

else around Australia. 
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Jacqui Lambie Network (JLN). 

 

Jacqui Lambie looks likely to retain her Senate seat in Tasmania. 
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Glenn Lazarus Team (GLT) 

 

Glenn Lazarus is in with a chance of winning his Senate seat although may be 

competing with former One Nation MP Pauline Hanson over the final Senate seat 

in Queensland – or perhaps both will be elected. 
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John Madigan looks set to end his stay in the Senate after six years as first a 

Democratic Labour Party Senator, then an Independent, and now running his own 

‘brand-name’ party: John Madigan’s Manufacturing & Farming Party. JMM&F 

Party 
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Media personality Derryn Hinch has also started his own party – named for 

himself (which is hardly surprising). 

 

Hinch will be in with a chance of grabbing the last Senate seat in Victoria which 

may come down to how many voters make the effort to fill in preferences. 
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Family First Party 

 

Senator Bob Day stands a good chance of re-election to the Senate with the 

reduced quotas meaning the 4% primary vote Day should get might be sufficient 

to ensure Day returns to Canberra after the Election. 
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David Leyonhjelm (Liberal Democratic Party). 

Leyonhjelm has not drawn the first position on the New South Wales Senate 

ballot paper this time round – largely understood to be responsible for his shock 

election to the Senate in 2013. 

However, the Liberal Democratic Party (4th on the ballot paper) has once again 

drawn in front of the Liberals (6th). 

 

Leyonhjelm’s increased profile since being elected means he now has a chance 

to be elected in his own right if he can poll even half as many votes as he 

managed in 2013 (9.5%). 
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Since Turnbull became Prime Minister he has had a very strong lead over 

Opposition Leader Bill Shorten, although this has narrowed somewhat this year 

after Turnbull’s ‘honeymoon period’ ended. 
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Despite the ALP being ahead of  L-NP on a two-party preferred basis, Australian electors 
still give Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull a higher approval rating for Job Performance 
as Prime Minister compared to Opposition Leader Bill Shorten. Turnbull is just slightly in 
Net positive approval whereas Shorten is heavily negative in job performance. 
 

This is a clear example of ‘cognitive dissonance’ and suggests Australians have put their hopes on Turnbull to be successful even if they feel the Coalition Government on the whole is not performing as well as 
expected under Turnbull. 

 

Turnbull’s job performance is approved by 43% of electors while only 41% Disapprove of Turnbull’s job performance. (+2% Net approval). 

 

However, things are not so rosy for Opposition Leader Bill Shorten – 49% Disapprove cf. 34% Approve (-15% Net approval). 
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Australian electors still clearly prefer Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull as Liberal 

Leader despite a big drop in support for Turnbull since October 2015.  

 

Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull is clearly preferred as Liberal Leader by 41% of 
electors – well ahead of Deputy Liberal Leader Julie Bishop (24%) and former Prime 
Minister Tony Abbott at 7%. 

 

L-NP supporters traditionally supported Abbott over Turnbull, but since gaining 

the leadership support has coalesced behind Turnbull (56%) well ahead of both 

Julie Bishop (17%) and Tony Abbott (10%). 
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Although Turnbull ‘s support as Liberal Leader has contracted since reaching a 

record high of 64% in October 2015 soon after Turnbull took the Liberal Party 

Leadership, Turnbull is still well ahead of any other contenders. 

 

Deputy Leader Julie Bishop had improved her standing since October 2015 – 

now at 24% just below her record high of 27% support a year ago in April 2015. 

 

At various times other MPs have attracted substantial support – particularly 

former Howard Government Treasurer Peter Costello during 2008, and also 

former Treasurer Joe Hockey particularly between 2011-2014 (until Hockey 

delivered the ‘disastrous’ Federal Budget last year and his support evaporated). 

Hockey has now resigned from Parliament and the L-NP faces its second by-

election under the Turnbull Government in Hockey’s old seat of North Sydney on 

the first Saturday of December. 
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L-NP supporters love a winner – that much is clear from the strong increase in 

Turnbull’s support after he became Prime Minister in September 2015 and even 

now more than half of L-NP supporters prefer Turnbull as Liberal Party Leader at 

56%. 

 

Interestingly, for the first time ever, more L-NP supporters prefer Deputy Leader 

Julie Bishop as Liberal Leader (17%) than former Prime Minister Tony Abbott 

(10%). 
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Deputy ALP Leader Tanya Plibersek (22%) remains the preferred ALP Leader 

amongst both All electors and ALP supporters – although there has been a clear 

rise in support for Opposition Leader, and alternative Prime Minister, Bill Shorten 

since October 2015 when Shorten was compared particularly unfavourably to 

then new Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull. 

 

Plibersek is narrowly ahead of Shadow Minister for Infrastructure & Transport 

Anthony Albanese (20%) with both of these candidate well ahead of Shorten 

(14%) and former Treasurer Wayne Swan (8%). 
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Deputy ALP Leader Tanya Plibersek (22%) remains the preferred ALP Leader 

amongst both All electors and ALP supporters – although there has been a clear 

rise in support for Opposition Leader, and alternative Prime Minister, Bill Shorten 

since October 2015 when Shorten was compared particularly unfavourably to 

then new Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull. 

 

Plibersek is narrowly ahead of Shadow Minister for Infrastructure & Transport 

Anthony Albanese (20%) with both of these candidate well ahead of Shorten 

(14%) and former Treasurer Wayne Swan (8%). 
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Plibersek (23%) is similarly supported by ALP supporters and leads Shadow 

Minister for Infrastructure & Transport Anthony Albanese and Opposition Leader 

Bill Shorten – both on 18%. Well behind both of these candidates is former 

Treasurer Wayne Swan (10%). 

 

Despite Plibersek’s popularity, now that the Federal Election campaign has 

started, there will be no change in the leadership of the Labor Party between now 

and the Federal Election. 

 

It should be noted though, that in order to prevent the bloodletting that led to the 

downfall of both Kevin Rudd & Julia Gillard, there can be no leadership change 

for the ALP prior to the next election unless Shorten resigns or becomes 

incapacitated for some reason. Essentially Shorten will be contesting the next 

election as ALP Leader unless he decides otherwise. 
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Of real concern is the fact that Australians do not rate politicians highly for honesty and 
ethics. 



Roy Morgan’s latest Image of Professions survey conducted in May shows 

Federal MPs (17%) trail well behind the likes of Nurses (92%), Doctors (86%), 

Engineers (78%), Dentists (75%), Police (72%) and State Supreme Court Judges 

(70%) – which is hardly surprising. 
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However, a closer look reveals there are other professions held in higher regard 

than our politicians – both State & Federal rate at 17%. 

 

These include Public opinion pollsters (32%), Newspaper journalists (19%), Talk-

back radio announcers (19%), TV reporters (18%) – although just ahead of Union 

leaders (13%)! Hardly a ringing endorsement! 
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Perhaps there is some good news – Australians place more trust in our Federal 

MPs than Stock Brokers (14%), Insurance brokers (11%), Real Estate Agents 

(10%), Advertising people (9%) and Car Salesmen (4%)! 
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Although leadership and popularity issues are interesting, it is crucial to remember what 
matters to the electorate. 

 

When asked about the most important problems facing Australia, party politics and 
popularity contests are low on the agenda - it’s all about the economy. 
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The result of this year’s Federal Election will be all about Economics. 
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While the previous Government faced the issue of whether or how to redistribute the 
wealth from the mining boom (Mining Tax or Mining Super Profits Tax), and how to 
moderate environmental concerns (Carbon Tax)  the new Government after the 
election will have to deal with socio-economic and political issues associated with the 
end of the mining boom and the reliance of the Australian economy on a continuing 
housing boom. 

The end of the Mining Boom in 2015 is being particularly felt in Western Australia which 
has seen a huge collapse in revenue in the last few years. 

The most visible impact of the end of the mining boom at the moment is in the South 
Australian town of Whyalla. Arrium steel (a combined iron ore miner and steel 
manufacturer) is in administration and facing closure of it’s steel plants because of the 
plunging prices for iron ore and steel threatening the jobs of over 10,000 Australians. 
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Serious economic issues from a human perspectiveinclude; 

 

 The dramatic fall in the iron ore, coal and oil prices that has seen the end of the 

mining boom in2015 and the falling value of Australian dollar are not just 

“structural issues” they affect people and lead to increased concerns about cost of 

living; 

 The closure of many manufacturing challenges is set to create further challenges 

for the next Government. This includes the closure of the Australian car 

manufacturing industry over the next 18 months and possibly the closure of steel 

manufacturers including Arrium steel. 

• High levels of unemployment, especially youth unemployment and with falling ‘hours 
worked’ the emergence of under-employment is a major issue as part time jobs 
increase at the expense of full time jobs;  
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Unemployment is Australia’s major issue –  

 

Australia’s real Unemployment is now at 10.7% (1.37 million) with a further 7.4% 

(947,000) Under-employed – more than 2.3 million Australians looking for work or 

looking for more work. 

 



Real Unemployment in May (10.7%) – as measured by Roy Morgan (blue line) is 

way ahead of the ABS estimate of 5.7% (based on a much stricter definition of 

Unemployment). It has been of concern that using an estimate of Unemployment 

with such a low base gives Governments and policy makers a false sense of 

security. 
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When Australians are asked the following question: “The ABS Unemployment 

rate in March was 6.1%. The Roy Morgan estimate for March was 10.8%. Which 

do you believe is closer to reality?” – A clear majority of Australians (60%) say 

they believe the Roy Morgan Unemployment figures. 
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We ran some special analysis of how people vote when they are in various levels 

of employment 
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This is a telling chart – even the unemployed are beginning  to think the ALP is 

not good  for them 
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US Federal Reserve Chairman Janet Yellen is aware of the larger number of 

unemployed Americans than are usually noted. Are Australian Federal 

policymakers aware of the true level of unemployment and under-employment in 

Australia? 

 

Unfortunately – it would appear not.  

 

This large cohort of Australians (nearly 20% of the Workforce) will not be 

engaged properly until the Government makes meaningful policy decisions to free 

up the labour market and remove the constraints from the labour market that 

discourage employers from hiring. 

 

http://www.wsj.com/articles/broadest-unemployment-measure-less-rosy-

1426461694 

 



Comparing Unemployment between Australia and the United States shows 

disturbing trends. 

• Unemployment (even on the ABS measure) is higher in Australia than in the 

US.  

• Labour under-utilisation in Australia – the monthly Roy Morgan Unemployment 

& Under-employment Rate (18.1%) is now far higher than in the United States. 

 

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) in the United States releases several 

measures of Unemployment. The most widely quoted is the U3 Unemployment 

which now shows a US Unemployment rate of only 4.7%. 

(This is equivalent to our ABS figure of 5.7%) 

The less-quoted, but obviously more accurate measure, U6 Unemployment 

shows US Unemployment now at 9.7%. 

 

As one can see from the graph, even at the narrowest measure of Unemployment 

Australia and the United States had almost identical levels of Unemployment a 

decade ago. The Global Financial Crisis hit the USA hard and drove US 

unemployment up considerably. However, now more than half-a-decade after the 

end of the GFC – Australian unemployment is demonstrably higher than in the 

United States. 

 

When one looks at Roy Morgan Unemployment and Under-employment – 

Australia’s labour under-utilisation is considerably higher. 
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Recently we heard major companies have been avoiding paying tax in Australia 

by for instance trading through Singapore. Yesterday Heath Aston in the Age 

claimed ‘Taxman loses $400 million as employers rob staff of super’. 

 

A much greater issue is the loss of tax from the cash economy – no super so no 

15% tax plus no income tax – and the double whammy of unemployment – a loss 

of tax, plus payment of Government benefits, and that’s before we consider the 

multiplier effect of employed people spending in the economy.  
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The mass shooting in Orlando, Florida on the weekend has once again brought 

the issue of Terrorism to the forefront of public consciousness. 

 

The shooting, with 50 killed and over 50 wounded is the largest mass shooting in 

US history – and the Islamic background of the gun-man will once again bring the 

issues of Islamic Terrorism and immigration and border control to the forefront. 

 

Security issues traditionally play strongly for the Government of the day, and 

particularly if that is a conservative Government. In addition the Coalition  are 

known for being tough on ‘border protection’. 
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The elevation of Malcolm Turnbull to the top job looks set to do the job it was 

supposed to – which is secure victory at next month’s Federal Election. 

 

The trend of the last few weeks favours Turnbull and international events may 

provide the L-NP with an additional boost. 
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Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull to win a majority in his own right with a small 

swing against of between 2 to 2.5%.  

The L-NP Government will be returned with a majority of 78-80 seats in the Lower 

House of Parliament, but falling well short of a majority in the Senate. 

With a reduced majority Turnbull will be under immediate pressure from the 

Liberal backbenchers who only put him in the job to improve the fortunes of the 

Government. 

It will take all of Turnbull’s leadership skills to keep the Liberal (& National) 

backbenchers united behind his leadership – especially when the economy runs 

into trouble as deflation continues around the world. 
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There are several challenges facing the next Government including the departure of 

the Australian car industry – Ford will finish manufacturing in October this year and 

Holden and Toyota will be closing their Australian manufacturing operations next 

year in 2017. 

The heavy job losses at several large mining and energy companies including Santos, 

Chevron, Glencore, BHP, Shell, Caltex and others provide an ongoing challenge for 

the Government and also show how the Australian economy now relies on the real 

estate and housing industry booms which continue. 

 And most recently the potential closure of Whyalla 

In addition, the recent ruling against Coles supermarkets and their Enterprise 

Bargaining Agreement with the unions, means there is continuing uncertainty about 

whether other Enterprise Bargaining Agreements will be overturned. Several other 

franchises have faced difficulties in the past year related to underpayment of 

workers and reports of large scale wage-fraud at 7-Eleven, Subway, United Petroleum 

and others 
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But all that is to come…..Just over two weeks to go until election day, and there is 

plenty to look forward to…….. 
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